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                                Waterfall SuitesA New Beginning of creating fine living with simplicity

When the perfect blend of renowned Japanese craftsmanship meets the warmth and color of Indian hospitality simplicity is rediscovered as the ultimate level of sophistication.

This blend – Krisumi Corporation – is an enterprising collaboration between the renowned Japanese conglomerate Sumitomo Corporation, with a legacy hundreds of years old, and Krishna Group, the Automotive Component behemoth in the Indian manufacturing landscape. The word Krisumi is derived from a combination of the Sanskrit word Kriya meaning ‘creation’ and the Japanese word Sumi meaning fine living, perfectly expressing the very spirit of the enterprise in its name itself.
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                                Waterfall ResidencesJapanese “Sudare” for the Indian Home

Derived from the World renowned concepts of Japanese Art & Architecture, Waterfall Residences combine minimal design aesthetics with Indian sensibilities to create a living space that is nestled amidst nature and abounding in serenity. The “Sudare” art-style inspired by Japanese architecture symbolises the sparkling drops of a waterfall and creates a sense of calmness upon arrival.

 

Located in sector 36 A at the confluence of the widest roads of Gurugram, Waterfall Residences offer unparalleled connectivity to Delhi and other sectors of Gurugram without having to navigate clogged internal city roads. The project is spread over 3,344.48 Square Meter (36,000 sq ft), clubhouse is fully-equipped with state-of-the-art gym, restaurant, bar lounge, spa and salon and many other amenities.
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